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MAT 2008 (07/12/08) 
Language Skills 

Passage – I 
 

Source: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2008/10/27/stories/2008102750410800.htm 

According to TV reports, the Tatas have cut down their commercial production by as much as 40 per cent. It 

has been said that Ashok Leyland too is looking for customers — it has over two month’s production lying idle. 

Unitech, one of India’s biggest builders, has defaulted on the loans taken from the Greater Noida Authority. 

The firm blames the farmer’s agitation but there is little doubt that slack in demand is an equally strong 

reason. There is no doubt that international events have affected Indian industry.  

Risk aversion techniques, modern computers and communications technologies, were all combined by 

financial market whizkids to extend more and more unsafe loans to people who would never have received a 

loan earlier. Once banks realised that they were holding “assets” that were far from deserving that name, they 

started unloading, leading to a vicious circle: Banks wanted money in cash but there was no money in the 

market to meet those demands, which in turn led to a greater worry and further demand for more money. 

Several banks have gone bankrupt, leading to the meltdown we have been witnessing in the past few weeks. 

Keynes said that in a situation like the present, where demand is slack, the government should induce 

expenditure. “Spend” he said, but the people, particularly those with surplus money, will actually try to save — 

leading to escalation of the vicious circle. In a country such as India, with people nervous about spending 

money, the Centre should take courage in its hands and spend on infrastructure. That will lead to increasing 

budget deficits, and a denial of the Washington Consensus. Washington Consensus was alright when 

demand was in excess but is inappropriate when demand is slack. However, the public-private partnership, 

which the Washington Consensus commended, still remains valid. Government rules are not the best for 

infrastructure development. The Government should enforce laws, establish security and regulate. The rest of 

the economy, including even primary education and healthcare, is better handled by private enterprise than by 

the state. Suppose, for example, the government gives developers long-term loans (say, 30 years) at very low 

rates of interest (say, 0.5 per cent a year) but only for capital expenditure on schools, hospitals, civic 

infrastructure, roads, rail and air traffic. The developer has to generate on his own the revenue needed for 

running the business. Then, a large amount of demand will be created which, in turn, will increase further 

demand for both material goods and services. That way, a virtuous cycle will be set up. Unfortunately, there is 

a downside to this optimistic picture — farmers’ resistance to surrender land. We are currently ruled by the 

1894 law on land acquisition and, as Singur has shown, that is no longer acceptable. In the present 

Parliament, a new law on land acquisition has been tabled, highlighting mainly the following main issues: The 

acquirer should buy minimum 70 per cent land at market rates when the government will acquire the 

remaining land needed; Future prospects should be factored into the price offered; If not used in five years, 

land must be returned to the government; All persons, including those who did not own land, must be 

rehabilitated; Land Disputes Authority will clear cases within six months. These laws are definitely an 

improvement on the existing situation and, yet, have their own defects. For example, the proposed Act 

stipulates that 80 per cent of the capital gains should be handed over to the original landowners or their heirs. 

After some time, that will be virtually impossible to implement. Similarly, the rule that all persons including 
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those who did not own land should be rehabilitated can become a mistake. Remember, the list of persons 

who have claimed compensation in the Bhopal disaster have included many who were not by any means 

affected by it. Apart from undeserving cases, any number of middlemen and do-gooders can crop up making it 

impractical to do anything meaningful. I have advocated earlier a different version of land acquisition. I had 

suggested (and still suggest) that landowners should be given commercially saleable land, the rent from which 

is expected to produce an income that is two-three times what the farmers are earning now. The rent is 

guaranteed for the initial ten years and is also indexed to the price of grain. Then, the farmer is guaranteed a 

substantial increase in income. I know farmers like it, but administrators and industrialists are sceptical; they 

fear that farmers will need cash. Some may, but it should be possible to get most of them accept substantially 

increased income — which is also guaranteed — in preference to money. In any case, those who who need 

cash can always sell their entitlements. Instead, economists are relying more or less solely on monetary 

measures. The Reserve Bank of India has reduced CLR by 250 basic points, SLR by 150 points and the repo 

rate by 100 points. Those measures will no doubt inject money into the market but evidence so far indicates 

that they are not enough. On behalf of the government, Mr P. Chidambaram has announced that it will try both 

conventional and unconventional methods but has not explained what “unconventional” methods mean. What 

the government has done so far is to provide more money to bolster the share market, to raise the Sensex 

and Nifty. It may be worthwhile for the government to leave the stock market to reach its own level. After all, 

India’s stock market is barely one or two per cent of the country’s assets. Instead, the government should 

announce that it will not bother anymore on fiscal deficit. India can absorb two million houses or more — 

provided the prices are right. Suppose the government gets builders to develop housing estates for relatively 

poor people by giving them soft loAns. Suppose the government gives them also loans for constructing 

buildings for schools and hospitals. Further, let’s assume the government moves away from large cities and 

gets all such infrastructure developed in small towns. Let, further, the government provide soft loans to 

builders for constructing buildings for new industries. All these will force the fiscal deficit to shoot up. At the 

same time, it will create jobs and generate incomes better than the stock market will. Even as the stock 

market is collapsing, we are witnessing agitations in Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Bihar as also in Kashmir. None 

of these would have erupted had the Centre nipped the agitations in the bud. Seeking collaboration from one 

and all, the Centre has steadily weakened itself; it is now so unsure of itself that it takes two steps backward 

whenever it takes one forward. Let us hope that the Centre will handle the economic situation better than it is 

doing the political ones. It is hoped that the government will not be tempted to take on the job of developing 

infrastructure on its own shoulders but lets private enterprise do the job. Let us hope also that the government 

will not make rules rigid, but keep them flexible enough for honest contractors to survive and prosper. 

However, price is the key. It should be low enough to induce more and more people to buy houses and 

household goods. 

1. A large no. of Indian banks have gone bankrupt because 

Ans. banks overboard in lending money against assets 

 

2. The law on land acquisition needs to be re-viewed in the present context.…. 

Ans. The Singur farmers protested against surrendering their land 
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3. The international events have affected the Indian economy and led to a slack in demand is borne  out is 

stated by fact(s)? 

Ans. Decrease in demand and Unitech defaulting in loans 

 

4. The public-private partnership, by the Washington Consensus states critical importance in the area of 

Ans. developing the infrastructure   

 

5. A ‘virtuous’ cycle will be created in the economy if 

Ans. The government permits private sector participation in infrastructure development 

 

6. The economic situation of the country can be made better if 

Ans. The govt motivates private sector to carry responsibility of developing infrastructure  

 

Passage – II 
Source: http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2008/11/11/stories/2008111150040800.htm 

If proof were needed that the organised sector of the Indian economy is globalised, look no further than the 

reaction of firms to the economic slowdown. What began as a knee-jerk reaction of Jet Airways, which issued 

marching orders to 800 employees and then retracted following an adverse reaction, has now morphed into a 

strategic plan by companies to keep their heads above the rising waters. This strategy is predicated on the 

need to cut costs and protect profit margins a s far as possible rather than look to increasing revenue in what 

is turning out to be a slowing market. Auto majors such as Tata Motors, Ashok Leyland and Mahindra and 

Mahindra have begun to cut back production and reduce man-hours at their plants across India in a bid to 

prevent inventory pile-up and tailor output to falling demand. It will not be long before auto component vendors 

follow suit, followed by firms across the product spectrum.  

Organised industry is learning to cope with the downside of a business cycle that first manifested itself last 

year in the wake of rising raw material and energy prices, and in the lagged effects of high interest rates on 

consumer demand. In the last quarter of 2007-08, industry and manufacturing growth rates both slipped to 

around 5 per cent against 8.6 per cent and 9.6 per cent respectively in the previous quarter, which 

performance itself represented a decline from the high of 10 and 12 per cent in 2006-07. Growth had been 

falling, therefore, all of 2007-08 with the decline accelerating since January this year. Fiscal 2007-08 closed 

with a real GDP growth of 9 per cent mainly due to a double-digit growth in services such as real estate, 

transport, hotel services and construction. With high albeit falling interest rates and, worse, a risk aversion 

among lenders impacting these sectors as much as they had manufacturing earlier, the overall growth 

momentum may slip even more than officially estimated.  

Against this backdrop, the best bet for policymakers and producers would be to turn the downturn into an 

opportunity for fresh strategising. Manufacturing firms have begun the task of cutting costs in right earnest. 

The real estate sector is supposedly asking for relief and so will the shipping and transport sectors. The 

Government has to exercise discretion the way it did with the airline industry so as to encourage internal 

overhauling. The Government will inevitably have to boost confidence and private investments at some future 

date through counter-cyclical spending. That future should start right away.  
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7. The government will play a proactive role to increase confidence and private investments in future; 

Ans. the corrective measures should begin ….. 

 

8. The most suitable title of the passage 

Ans. Globalization of Indian economy 

 

9. Which factor becomes evident for the slowdown in business? 

Ans. In the 2008, industry and manufacturing growth rates dropped….. 

 

10. Which of the following points is implied by author? 

Ans. Organized sector of the Indian economy is globalised 

 

11. What can’t be implied in given passage? 

Ans. Jet had a strategy of sacking of its employees 
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Passage – IV 
Source: http://books.google.com/books?id=26l5fwbLOc4C&pg=RA1-PA721&lpg=RA1-

PA721&dq=All+men+by+nature,+desire+to+know.+An+indication+of+this+is+the+delight+%2B+with+a
+view+to+action&source=web&ots=4qSsRkw7VV&sig=jretzLUyPvPDEvaBEcqaQMwWF94&hl=en&sa=

X&oi=book_result&resnum=3&ct=result#PRA1-PA721,M1 
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12. Why were the mathematical arts founded in Egypt? 

Ans. Because the sciences which do not cater to necessities or pleasures …….. was the case in Egypt 

where the priestly caste had large leisure time. 

 
13. The relationship between sensation and memory 

Ans. When sensation is remembered, it becomes a memory experience, it leads to connected experience, 

which gives rise to reasoning. 

 

14. The central idea of the passage 

Ans. Art is superior to experience 

 

15. The difference between art and experience 

Ans. Art explains the cause of things and its effects, but experience explains only the effect of things, not 

the cause. 

 

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS OF MAT (DEC. 08) WERE EXACTLY THE SAME AS THOSE OF CAT 2003 
(REPEAT) held in Feb. 2004. 
 
Directions for questions 16 to 18: There are two gaps in each of the following sentences. From the pairs of 

words given, choose the one that fills the gaps most appropriately. The first word in the pair should fill the first 

gap. 

 

16. The best punctuation is that of which the reader is least conscious; for when punctuation, or lack of it, 

 _____________ itself, it is usually because it ___________. 

 (1) obtrudes, offends   (2) enjoins, fails 

 (3) conceals, recedes   (4) effaces, counts 

Ans. (1) 
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17. This simplified __________ to the decision–making process is a must read for anyone ___________ 

 important real estate, personal, or professional decisions. 

 (1) primer, maximizing   (2) tract, enacting 

 (3) introduction, under   (4) guide, facing 

Ans. (4) 

 

18. The argument that the need for a looser fiscal policy to ________ demand outweighs the need to 

 __________ budget deficits is persuasive. 

 (1) assess, minimize   (2) outstrip, eliminate 

  (3) stimulate, control   (4) restrain, conceal 

Ans. (3) 

 

Directions for questions 19 to 22: Four alternative summaries are given below each text. Choose the option 

that best captures the essence of the text. 

19. Try before you buy. We use this memorable saying to urge you to experience the consequences of an 

alternative before you choose it, whenever this is feasible. If you are considering buying a van after 

having always owned sedans, rent one for a week or borrow a friend’s. By experiencing the 

consequences first hand, they become more meaningful. In addition, you are likely to identify 

consequences you had not even thought of before. May be you will discover that it is difficult to park the 

van in your small parking space at work, but that, on the other hand, your elderly father has a much 

easier time getting in and out of it. 

A. If you are planning to buy a van after being used to sedans, borrow a van or rent it and try it 

before deciding to but it. Then you may realize that parking a van is difficult while it is easier 

for your elderly father to get in and out of it. 

B. Before choosing an alternative, experience its consequences if feasible. If, for example, you 

want to change from sedans to a van, try one before buying it. You will discover aspects you 

may never have thought of. 

C. Always try before you buy anything. You are bound to discover many consequences. One of 

the consequences of going in for a van is that it is more difficult to park than sedans at the 

office car park. 

D. We urge you to try products such as vans before buying them. Then you can experience 

consequences you have not thought of such as parking problems. But your father may find 

vans more comfortable than cars. 

Ans. B 
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20. Some decisions will be fairly obvious – “no–brainers.” Your bank account is low, but you have a two–

week vacation coming up and you want to get away to some place warm to relax with your family.  Will 

you accept your in–laws’ offer of free use of their Florida beachfront condo? Sure. You like your 

 employer and feel ready to move forward in your career. Will you step in for your boss for three weeks 

 while she attends a professional development course? Of course. 

Ans. Some decisions are obvious under certain circumstances. You may, for example, readily accept a 

relative’s offer of free holiday accommodation. Or step in for your boss when she is away. 

A. Some decisions are obvious under certain circumstances. You may, for example, readily 

accept a relative’s offer of free holiday accommodation. Or step in for your boss when she is 

away. 

B. Some decisions are no–brainers. You need not think when making them. Examples are 

condo offers from in–laws and job offers from bosses when your bank account is low or boss 

is away. 

 C. Easy decisions are called “no–brainers” because they do not require any cerebral activity. 

  Examples such as accepting free holiday accommodation abound in our lives. 

 D. Accepting an offer from in–laws when you are short on funds and want a holiday is a no– 

  brainer. Another no–brainer is taking the boss’s job when she is away. 

Ans. A 

 

21. It is important for shipping companies to be clear about the objectives for maintenance and materials 

management – as to whether the primary focus is on service level improvement or cost minimization. 

Often when certain systems are set in place, the cost minimization objective and associated procedure 

become more important than the flexibility required for service level improvement. The problem really 

arises since cost minimization tends to focus on out of pocket costs which are visible, while the 

 opportunity costs, often greater in value, are lost sight of. 

A. Shipping companies have to either minimize costs or maximize service quality. If they focus 

on cost minimization, they will reduce quality. They should focus on service level 

improvement, or else opportunity costs will be lost sight of. 

B. Shipping companies should determine the primary focus of their maintenance and materials 

management. Focus on cost minimization may reduce visible costs, but ignore greater 

invisible costs and impair service quality. 

C. Any cost minimization program in shipping is bound to lower the quality of service. Therefore, 

shipping companies must be clear about the primary focus of their maintenance and materials 

management before embarking on cost minimization. 

D. Shipping companies should focus on quality level improvement rather than cost cutting. Cost 

cutting will lead to untold opportunity costs. Companies should have systems in place to make 

the service level flexible. 

Ans. B 
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22. Physically, inertia is a feeling that you just can’t move; mentally, it is a sluggish mind. Even if you try to 

be sensitive, if your mind is sluggish, you just don’t feel anything intensely. You may even see a tragedy 

enacted in front of your eyes and not be able to respond meaningfully. You may see one person 

exploiting another, one group persecuting another, and not be able to get angry. Your energy is frozen. 

You are not deliberately refusing to act; you just don’t have the capacity. 

A. Inertia makes your body and mind sluggish. They become insensitive to tragedies, 

exploitation, and persecution because it freezes your energy and decapacitates it. 

B. When you have inertia you don’t act although you see one person exploiting another or one 

group persecuting another. You don’t get angry because you are incapable. 

C. Inertia is of two types – physical and mental. Physical inertia restricts bodily movements. 

Mental inertia prevents mental response to events enacted in front of your eyes. 

D. Physical inertia stops your body from moving; mental inertia freezes your energy, and stops 

your mind from responding meaningfully to events, even tragedies, in front of you. 

Ans. C 

 
Directions for questions 23 – 26: Select the pair of words, which exhibits the same relationship as in the 

given pair of words. 

 

23. SIMMER : BOIL : : 
Ans. drizzle : downpour 

 

24. TALLY : VOTES : :  
Ans. census : population  

 

25. KEY : IGNITION : : 
Ans. switch : light  

 

26. SEETHE : ANGER : : 
Ans. fidget : uneasiness  

 

 


